Efficient Powerful #5-Power Needle
I am loving the 5-Power Needle. For a fast yet intense eyeliner, I have found it to be
a great choice. The 5 needles are soldered differently, much higher, making this
configuration more rigid. It is necessary to turn your machine speed up to 150 to
drive this needle group. I have found the 5-Power to be much faster for filling in a wider
eyeliner and for creating a beautiful and very quick bottom eyeliner. I also use it for a fast lash
enhancement.
The movements I use are as follows:
¾ I draw; which is a back and forth drawing or etching motion to create my
template.
¾ I move in a very tight circular motion to fill in a wider eyeliner.
¾ I do pointillism for a soft bottom eyeliner.
¾ I do a drawing motion for a more intense bottom eyeliner.
If my client has a lot of sun damage on her top eyelids and wants a wider eyeliner, I may use a
3-Outline to trace my template and then proceed with the 5-Power to fill in the top eyeliner and
stay with it for the bottom eyeliner.

Pigment Tip of the day
The way that you implant pigment in is how it will heal out. For instance if you are
performing lip procedures with uneven movements whether it be tight circles, pointillism or
drawing and your hand is not moving your machine with even movements and even and steady
amounts of pressure, your pigment is entering the skin in an uneven manner. As this procedure
begins to fade over time, you will see exactly how evenly or unevenly the pigment was placed in
the skin. For example if tight circles were deposited unevenly they will appear spotty and
blotchy, pointillism will fade out quite spotty and drawing will appear darker and lighter in little
stripes or various areas. Remaining aware of your pressure will surely improve the overall
effects as well as the life of your procedures.

Have fun with this terrific needle group. Please email us any questions or
comments and we will be happy to assist you.
Warmly,
Rose Marie Beauchemin

